Automotive Roundtable in Shanghai, March 28
- Human-Centered Vehicle Design/Development Process –
How to enthuse your customers and how to build a long-lasting relationship?
What do your products and services need to hit the right nerve of your customers?
March Automotive Roundtable in Shanghai featured leading experts to discuss
human-centered vehicle design and how to design vehicle products that can
enable your customers to reach their goals. In total more than 50 industry players
joined in the event.
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Mr. Henrik Wenders, Vice President Marketing, Byton vividly introduced
Byton’s human-centered strategy in which the user experiences are key to
Byton’s design and functionality. Mr. Wenders elaborated, with fancy videos in
between, that in this new era, vehicles are not just the tool from A to B, it’s an
enjoyable journey for the passengers, and Byton is facilitating the journey by
Human-centered designs like rotated seats, etc. Thanks to Mr. Wenders, it’s a
very exciting and inspiring presentation.
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Then Ms. Beate Irmer, Managing Director and Ms. Xiaoling Cordt, UX and
Consumer Research Consultant, Spiegel Institut presented on “how to hit the
right nerve of vehicle users”. Xiaoling introduced their user group workshop,
including products optimization, human-centered process, target users, and
feedbacks, etc., and how they cooperated with Byton on transferring customers’
needs to vehicles features.
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Third speaker was Mr. Manuel Ferreira, Chief Designer with Pininfarina
Shanghai. The title of his inspiring presentation was “Future of Customer
Experience”. He explained how the designs contribute to brands DNA, and
customer loyalty, and in the world “where the digital and physical worlds collide”,
how new user experience is pivotal to the industry. Mr. Ferreira also played some
intriguing video in between.
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Moderator Mr. Bernd Pichler, Chief Marketing Officer, ICONIQ MOTORS,
chaired the whole night and joined in the lively discussion. Several interesting
questions were raised incl. is there one-fits-all car? How the hardware fits
different customers, and how to find the similarities and keep 10-15% culture
differences, and train the customers to the features, and how important being
flexible is in the industry.
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Participating Companies, incl.:
anySCALE Design
Bencer
BLG Logistics (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Byton
CCL
Detecon
EGELHOF Regelungstechnik (Suzhou) Co., Ltd
Ford Motor Company
Geely
Hyundai
ICONA
ICONIQ MOTORS
Imagination
Jaguar Landrover
JSC(Shanghai) Automotive Consulting Co.,Ltd.
KPMG
Kuntin Group
MaLogic Holdings Limited
mediaman
Monotype
Nissan (Shanghai) Automotive Design Co., Ltd
OBERMEYER Engineering Consulting (Beijing) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Branch
paragon
Pininfarina Shanghai
Spiegel Institut
Strichpunkt Design
The FutureMax Institute
Tianjin Economic Technological Development Area
UNITY Business Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
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